Breast Cance
er Screening
A Discussion
n Guide for
Physicians an
nd Patients

Exxplaining Risk and New Screeningg Guidelines
Bo
oth physicians an
nd patients are beeing
prresented with new
w information th
hat may
ch
hange what has become
b
an acceptted
prreventative practtice. When discusssing
mammography scrreening it is impo
ortant to
fo
ocus on the harm versus the modeest benefit
an
nd recognize the uncertainty surro
ounding the
re
elevant importancce of each for ind
dividual
paatients [1].







Qu
uestions and answers to start the
diiscussion [1]:
Q: It has been stated that mammoggraphy is not
a perfect screeningg test. Why?
A:: Mammography is not a perfect screening
s
test
be
ecause a review of
o the research haas shown
th
hat:








Not all can
ncers will be found
Regardlesss of whether or not a woman
is screened
d some women will
w still die
Though cancer may be foun
nd, most
diagnosed women will be cured
c
regardless of whether or no
ot the cancer
was discovvered by mammo
ography
Overdiagnosis may occur when
w
some
cancers are
e found that wou
uld never
have cause
ed problems
False‐posittive results may occur
o
because off a non‐cancerous
abnormalitty



Q: What aree the harms of mammography?
A: Studies h
have shown that m
mammography
does not co
ome without risk o
or harm. These
harms include the fact that:



If canccer screening ratees could be impro
oved,
death frrom cervical cancers could be decrreased
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Q: What are the be
enefits of mammography?
A:: Studies have sho
own several beneefits to
mammography. Fo
or instance,

Thee number of wom
men who die from
m
breast cancer is decrreased through
mam
mmography; how
wever the benefitt is
greaatest for those w
who are at a highe
er
riskk because of age o
or other risk facto
ors.
Thee number of lives saved varies by
age. Based on the beest evidence
available uncertaintyy remains about
how
w exact this numb
ber is.
For every 10,000 wo
omen who underg
go
screeening mammogrraphy for the nexxt
10 yyears, the numbeer of lives saved by
b
age is estimated at:
 5 of 10 000 womeen aged 40 to 49
yeears
 10
0 of 10 000 women aged 50 to 59
yeears
 42 of 10 000 women aged 60 to 69
yeears
If a woman’s risk forr breast cancer is
high
her than the averrage patient, she
am.
mayy benefit more frrom a mammogra

More than 50 % of w
women who
or
und
dergo mammograaphy screening fo
10 yyears will have a false‐positive ressult.
Of tthose with a falsee‐positive result, 20
%w
will need a biopsyy.
If a woman decides tto have a
mmogram, it is exxpected that she
mam
will have at least onee false‐positive
resu
ult where she will be called back for
f



additional imaging and perhaps a
biopsy. Most times, nothing is found.
Regular screening may result in
overdiagnosis when the results reveal a
noninvasive condition or a cancer that
would never cause a problem. As it is
not possible to tell which cancers will
cause a problem and which ones won’t,
all cancers are treated the same, which
leads to unnecessary treatment for
some women.

Q. How is the Decision Made?
A. The US Preventive Services Task Force
offers the following guidance:






Women aged 50‐74 should have a
screening mammography every two
years
The benefit of starting screening earlier
depends on the patient’s individual risk
factors, values, and preferences.
The feeling of having a false‐positive
result from screening or being
diagnosed with and treated for cancer
that would never have caused a
problem is different for each woman.
Each patient should consider what the
experience may mean for her.
Consider what it might feel like to forgo
screening and later be diagnosed with
breast cancer, even when it is likely the
mammography would have made little
difference.

The decision to start biennial
mammography screening before 50 years of
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Things I Want To Talk About
Use this space for notes or questions to ask.

age should be an individual one and should
be made with consideration to the patient’s
values [1]. The USPSTF states that “Women
deserve to be aware of what the science
says so they can make the best choice for
themselves, together with their doctor.” [2]
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